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Premium Outdoor Kitchen



LYX garden summer kitchens have a different structure than popular brick garden kitchens, 
but their unique design can successfully imitate the appearance of natural stone (slate and 
granite) or steel (Corten). Each of our garden kitchens is also covered by a 5-year warranty, 
which is the best confirmation of their high quality and durability of the solutions used for 
the construction.

Signed with the LYX® logo, outdoor kitchens come in rich, varied colors and with various 
finishing effects, which allow their design to perfectly match the style and decor of any 
modern home and garden.

The LYX® outdoor kitchen allows you to break with the ubiquitous catalog patterns and lets 
you create a truly individual, exclusive space, which will also be functional and practical.

Now your Kingdom is going outside.

The entire manufacturing process in one hand.

All modern garden kitchens available in our offer are not only functional and thoughtfully 
equipped with everything necessary to properly fulfill their functional role, but also 
extremely aesthetic and visually attractive. Their modular nature allows each customer to 
independently create a personalized kitchen arrangement in accordance with their 
preferences and the amount of space available.

We are fulfilling the expectations of those who have been looking for such a product.
Specially for all enthusiasts of cooking and being outdoors, LYX has prepared a unique 
collection of professional outdoor kitchens. Our modern garden kitchens are modular 
structures that perfectly fit into the aesthetics and character of modern homes 
and carefully arranged houses and gardens.
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ElixaTM Outdoor Kitchen

YOUR OWN OUTDOOR KITCHEN

Ful�ll your dreams



Construction
Durable galvanized and powder coated steel .

Stable, well-thought-out and 100% weatherproof steel 
construction. Made from 1 mm galvanized sheet and equipped 
with accessories made from stainless steel and aluminum.
The whole thing is covered with a thick layer of matt and specia-
lized powder paint with a light structure, which gives unique 
properties and high aesthetics.
 

RAL 7016 RAL 9005 RAL 7045

Fronts and countertops
Compact 12mm HPL laminate.

HPL LYXTM is a material that is ideal for the construction of 
outdoor furniture for everyday use. In ElixaTM kitchens, we use it 
to make fronts, sides and worktops. A specially selected range of 
decors is adapted to external conditions and is safe in contact 
with food. 

B117 ROC

Other colors available on request.

* Custom decors.

ElixaTM

O079 LIM T006 ROC S049 ROC

B070* ROC C148* LIM F026* ROC N005* ROC

M134* FA M124* FA U191* FA

Rotproof Abrasion resistant

Suitable for food contact Easy to clean

Frost resistantWeather resistant

Anti mold / fungus

Low UV-ageing

All HPL LYXTM products receive a Sanitized® 
antibacterial treatment that reduces the growth of 
99,9% bacteria

ROCHE - ROC

LINIMAT - LIM

ROCHE offers a 
dented mineral aspect 
resembling natural 
stone.

LINIMAT is a matt, 
linear finish that gives 
character to the 
different wood species.

Color

RAL 7044

FA
FA is a light satin finish 
with an extra fine grain.

MOD_01
Cabinet 
with adjustable shelf

MOD_02
Cabinet with sink
 and the gas cylinder

MOD_03 MOD_04
Cabinet  for a grill

MOD_05
Open cabinet
with 2 adjustable
shelves

MOD_06
Cabinet with
2 drawers

CUSTOM SETS
The possibility of expanding basic sets or creating your own layouts - for an additional fee.

Open shelves made of Siberian larch.
Optional RGB LED above the plinth.
Possibility to order a masking panel for the back made of HPL board in the decor of the fronts - for an additional fee.
* Items included in the set price:
- battery - a chosen color
- sink - a chosen color
** Items not included in the price of the set:
- Broil King
- Refrigerator

Outdoor Kitchen

ALFA 240 BETA 300

GAMMA 360 DELTA 420

Cabinet with
the gas cylinder



*Sink

*Battery sink
Pola Kitchen mixer with fixed spout Chrome
Franke

Pola Kitchen mixer with fixed Onyx spout
Franke

**Refrigerator
*model proposal

**BROIL KING

IMPERIAL TM S 570 BUILT-IN GRILL IMPERIAL TM S 590 BUILT-IN GRILL IMPERIAL TM S 470 BUILT-IN GRILL

REGALTM 520 BUILT-IN GRILL REGALTM 420 BUILT-IN GRILL

ElixaTM

Imperial ™ garden grill is intended for the most demanding barbecue enthusiasts. You will delight your guests 
with delicious grilled dishes that you can prepare effortlessly. If the party gets longer, it is easy to continue 
grilling thanks to the lighted oven inside and illuminated knobs. The highest quality materials and finish will 
ensure trouble-free operation for many years.

The Regal ™ built-in gas grill is dedicated to kitchen enthusiasts who do not accept compromises. The tech-
nologies and materials used will make grilling more convenient than ever before. Elegant design with illumina-
ted knobs will make it impossible to take your eyes off it.

FreshAir 90 fridge for outdoor use
Klarstein

Outdoor Kitchen

Aton ANX 110-34 sink. Stainless steel
Franke

Sink Sirius SID 110-34 Tectonite Onyx
Franke

Tectonite® - is a mixture of long glass fibers,
modern PiMC coating and matte texture.
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